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Abstract. This paper is presenting a handwriting strokes and grapheme-based offline writer identification
framework. This framework works by firstly measuring the hand pressures during script writing using identical
grapheme and writing strokes and then generates the pressure descriptors which are rotation as well as scale
invariant. The descriptors are used to present different hand pressure distribution accuracies which are defined
according to approximation-coefficients of the grapheme zone, perpendicular lines average over the handwritten
script skeleton, stroke-width, and handwritten script skeleton grapheme. Discrete-Cosine Transform and Principal-Component-Analysis methods are used to evaluate the descriptors execution accuracy. The performance of
the proposed method is assessed with the help of one-versus-all strategy and the k-fold validation is done with
the help of Structural Support Vector Machine (S-SVM). Whereas heuristic enhancement calculation based
simulated annealing is used to identify the S-SVM hyper parameters. The performance assessment of the
handwriting strokes and grapheme based offline writer identification framework with single character gives the
encouraging results. Also the combination of the characters enhances the accuracy as well as overall performance of personality identification up to 99.99%.
Keywords.
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1. Introduction
The human behavioral and physiological features are used in
the biometric based security systems to correctly identify the
legitimate persons. The biometric based security systems
work on two distinct principles viz.; acknowledgement of
person’s personality and confirmation of the person’s identity
[1]. In the present decade the recharged enthusiasm has
turned towards the hands in scripted physiological patterns
[2]. The use of hands in scripted images for the identity of the
essayist identify is being used in the real work even then we
are in the process of adaptation of complete digital word.
Several types of investigations have been performed by different researchers viz., criminological investigation [3], the
order of chronicled files [4, 5], signature check in bank
documents [6], investigation of the distinctive neurological
issue with the help of connection amongst composing [7, 8]
prophecy of the essayist age, behavioral disorders and nature
[9, 10], and person authentication and being essayist [1, 11].
The essayist hands in scripted stokes differ enormously as the
biological features of the person. Even though the handwriting of the essayists has the distinct properties in terms of
features which can be easily identified with the help of
manual or automated process. In spite of the fact that some
*For correspondence

transcribed stroke features might be reproducible but the
vigorous features like writing angle, hand pressure, pace of
writing, progression profundity may not [12]. These vigorous
features are depending on the physiological and mental states
of the essayist [13]. Thus it is so imperative to sufficiently
assess the vigorous features of the stroke with a specific end
goal to distinguish individuals.
The vigorous characteristics of the hands in script strokes
is to evaluate and identify the vigorous features of the
essayist; and in the primeval scripted scripts these are the
only identifiable features to identify the identity of the
essayist. This work centers around the utilization of pseudo
vigorous features like hand pressure of the essayist while
writing the scripts.
In [14], an investigation of hand in scripted scripts for
essayist distinguishing proof is given. The proposed system
isolates a letter into small sections and treats them as
independent texture feature. The histograms were used to
distinguish the essayist of the script. The distinct handwritings were compared by calculating Euclidean distance.
The procedure is assessed on the IFN/ENIT and IAM
databases, involving manually individual written content in
Arabic and English with high distinguishing proof rates. In
[15], a technique has been presented, which firstly segments
the scripts in basic grapheme and script edges, and then
identifies the angles with the help of morphological
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skeleton of the script. The line crossing points were
identified as edges and lines between two edges is identified as
boundaries. The geometric features and graphical topology
of the grapheme were compared using the Graph Based
Matching Algorithm (GBMA). The method displayed in
[16] depends on a correlation between two words and two
strings. It utilizes Levenshtein’s version which is different
from Fisher-Wagner calculation in evaluating the cost of
changing one manually written word into another. A division module was produced to create the grapheme of each
word. This approach was assessed with 130 scholars from
the IAM database. A 88% achievement rate was acquired,
achieving 93% when 45 handwritten scripts were used. In
[17], disconnected Bangla alphabets have been examined.
In [18], analysis on the accuracy of the technique has been
made by comparing the distinct textural features on a data
set with the 550 Bangla scripts from distinct 150 essayists.
The blend of highlights acquires a superior execution.
In [19], cloud of line distribution (COLD) has been used
along with Local Binary Pattern (LBP) run length for
recognition of essayist. In [20], the trace direction and trace
width amalgamation was used to recognize the essayist. The
performance of the system was evaluated with the help of
two distinct data sets containing data of 90 distinct essayists
with a recognition rate of 97%. In [21], Discrete Cosine
Transform (DCT) descriptors are defined to recognize the
essayist. In [22], root scale invariant feature transform was
used for essayist recognition. They have used super vectors
by adjusting a foundation model of the appropriation of
neighborhood feature descriptors. In [23], Gray Level Run
Length (GLRL) matrices were used to develop a textureclassification technique for the Arabic essayists. IFN/ ENIT
databases were used their experiments with 660 scripts,
scripted by 150 distinct essayists and has achieved 91.3%
classification accuracy. In [24] a synthetic-codebook was
defined with the help of beta elliptic model. The IFN/ENIT
dataset was used for 421 distinct writers and has achieved
97.2% identification rate. In [25], a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) was used to identify the Bengali scripts. A
dataset of 150 distinct essayists was created to evaluate the
system performance. The overall accuracy of 97.96% has
been achieved by this method. In [26], various methods were
used viz., the chain code histogram, directional data and
differential chain code for features discrimination. Their
data set contains scripts written by 50 essayists. A recognition rate of 97.93% has been achieved by these methods. In
[27], essayist recognition was done by creating own data set
from 1050 distinct essayists and achieved recognition
accuracy of 76.89%. In [28], codebook features and polygon
features were used for essayist identification with the data set
of 680 distinct essayists from IAM data base and achieved
97.98% accuracy. In [29], a technique is presented which
used contours of hand in scripted images as global and locallevel and used them as features. The experiment was performed on two distinct data sets IAM and RIMES with 670
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distinct scripts and 255 distinct scripts, respectively from
distinct essayists. Identification accuracy on these datasets
were 97.66% and 93.90%, respectively. In [30], a framework
is presented, which considers divergence representation and
texture-features with an identification accuracy of 97.1%. In
[31], an essayist identification framework is presented which
uses Local Phase Quantification (LPQ) and LBP to design
texture descriptors. A BFL data set and IAM data set with
350 and 690 distinct essayists was used in the experiments
and achieved 98.4% and 98.6% accuracy respectively. In
[32], an essayist authentication method was presented which
is based on forensic documents analysis. The experiments of
the design are based on the pen pressure capturing. The
experiment was tested on a self designed data set of 8
Japanese-Kanji alphabets from 74 distinct essayists and
achieved performance accuracy of 98.32%.
This paper is presenting a handwriting strokes and grapheme based offline writer identification framework. In this
framework the hand pressure is measured using the identical
grapheme and writing strokes. Further pressure descriptors
are generated which are rotation and scale invariant. The use
of basic and distinct handwriting strokes is a nobility of the
work. The defined descriptors depict different hand pressure
distribution accuracies which are defined according to the
approximation coefficients of the grapheme zone, perpendicular lines average over the handwritten script skeleton,
stroke width, handwritten script skeleton grapheme. In
particular, the execution of four descriptors is investigated
viz., estimation coefficients of the grapheme zone, opposite
lines normal over the transcribed content skeleton, strokewidth and manually written content skeleton grapheme.
Thus, a study of amalgamation of distinct characters is also
presented which predict performance enhancement of the
identification of person’s identity. A Discrete Cosine
Transform (DCT) and Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
methods are used to evaluate the descriptors execution
accuracy. The performance of the proposed method is
assessed with the help of one versus all strategy and the kFold validation is done with the help of Structural Support
Vector Machine (S-SVM). The heuristic enhancement calculation based simulated annealing is used to identify the
S-SVM hyper parameters. This was because of the way that
the algorithms customarily used to take care of this issue and
assess the parameters lattice, [33] and [34] Bayesian optimization performance is decreased due to the complexity of
cost function. A few preferences of the proposed work are
that it is cost efficient because it does not require any
expensive device for data collection. The performance
assessment of the handwriting strokes and grapheme based
offline writer identification framework with single character
gives the encouraging results even though the combination
of the characters also enhances the accuracy and the overall
performance personality identification is around 99.99%.
On the basis of these experiments, it can be stated that it is
conceivable to get a decent personality confirmation by the
investigation of basic strokes.
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Figure 1. (a) Single Strokes Analysis. (b) Famous signatures.

Figure 2. Writing directions and strokes.

Remaining sections and subsections are organized as
follows. Section 2 shows the proposed method for individual characters and descriptors. In section 3, materials
and strategies are given. In continuation, next section shows
the descriptors results assessment and conclusions are
provided in the last section.

2. Individual characters and descriptors
2.1 Individual characters for essayist
identification
This research work is based on individual selected characters (‘‘C’’, ‘‘I’’, ‘‘U’’, ‘‘O’’, ‘‘S’’ and ‘‘V’’). Figure 1

shows a gigantic contrast among these selected characters
and intricacy in essayist signature. Thus, most part of the
signatures displays confounded structures and twists with
diverse compositions. The composition is hard to distinguish between the itches that frame it and to decide its
realistic source. It is difficult to find where every one of the
realistic impulses starts or closes, or to take after the course
of the handwriting stroke to distinguish.
The characters engaged with this investigation were
picked in light of the fact of their ease and their capability
to incorporate all the conceivable bearings of composing,
i.e., ascenders/descenders, left to right and right to left
segments. It frames a realistic motion to uncover the
essayist’s features. To be sure, alphabets ‘‘I’’, ‘‘U’’, ‘‘O’’
and ‘‘V’’ have their own ascender/descender, whereas
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Figure 3. Grapheme pre-processing.
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(b) Gray level of the skeleton

Figure 4. Skeleton descriptor of letter ‘U’.

alphabets ‘‘U’’ and ‘‘V’’ have left to right segments and
define appropriate left as appeared in figure 2.

2.2 Hand-pressure pattern descriptors
The plan descriptors are advocated in light of the accompanying comment: pressure is not consistent in the handwriting stroke however it shifts accordingly. This variety
happens in various handwritten stroke segments for various
essayists; however, the pressure pattern replicates for a
similar individual. Thus, pressure connected when composing identifies with the gray value and width of the
handwriting stroke. Then the handwriting stroke was
altered, after the standard Western handwriting direction, to
show gray value and width in a Cartesian framework. This
research work does the descriptors assessment, which is
computed from ease of individual alphabets. The proposed
descriptors are accompanying:

Figure 5. Perpendicular lines average over the handwritten
script skeleton.

(i) Morphological skeleton gray level.
(ii) Perpendicular lines average over the handwritten
script skeleton.

(iii) Handwriting stroke width.
(iv) The approximation coefficients of the grapheme
zone.
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Figure 6. Perpendicular lines average over the handwritten script skeleton descriptor.

2.2a Computation of the morphological-skeleton: The
descriptors computation starts with the assurance of morphological skeleton of the handwritten strokes. Firstly, the
color text static image was transformed into a gray level
text image with the help of HSV model’s V channel as
appeared in figures 3(a) and 3 (b) followed by binarization
of gray level text with the defined threshold using Otsu’s
strategy [35]. The outskirts were relaxed through disintegration and widening [36]. At last, the [37] was applied to
keep the progression of the handwriting stroke, as app eared
in figure 3(c).
2.2b Gray level of the skeleton: The gray levels of the
skeleton points are used to define the descriptor which used
to compare a significant rearrangements of the portrayal of

the pressure distribution. It accepts that there is not a
critical variety in the gray level perpendicular line to the
skeleton. Figure 4 shows a gray level of the skeleton
descriptor. Figure 4(a) shows the grapheme ‘‘U’’ skeleton
and figure 4(b) shows the skeleton points of the gray level.
2.2c Perpendicular lines average over the handwritten
script skeleton: The next step after skeleton creation of
grapheme is creation of perpendicular lines average over
handwritten script skeleton for all points as shown in
figure 5.
The process of creating perpendicular lines average over
the handwritten script skeleton is shown in figure 6(a). To
get the skeleton points approximation, a descriptor flag is
used as shown in figure 6(b).
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Figure 7. Stroke width descriptor.

2.2d Handwriting width of stroke: The handwriting
stroke width is compared by the descriptor at the cross
section of perpendicular line points. The stroke width is
equivalent to the number of pixels of the perpendicular line
over the handwriting stroke skeleton, among the handwriting stroke fringes and shown in figure 7(a). Figure 7(b) shows the signal which is based on the average
width of all the handwriting skeleton points.
2.2e Approximation coefficients of the grapheme zone:
The end goal to create the approximation coefficients of the
grapheme zone is to generate the grapheme correct image
considering the composing direction. The handwriting
strokes are represented with a rectangular portrayal and
amended pictures columns as shown in figure 8. The
middle row of the redressed picture is compared with
handwriting stroke skeleton, subsequent to repeat the

perpendicular line pixels, whatever is left of the
perpendicular line pixels are filled with the boundary pixel
estimation.
For the approximation of the stroke surface a DCT transformation is used because DCT coefficients are robust to the
hand in scripting or scanning process distortions like commotion, fogginess, change interestingly, and so forth. DCT is
widely used in the field of signal analysis and image processing due to its energy compaction property. This implies
that it squashes the majority of the signal data in a couple of
coefficients [38]. DCT approximation is also used for identification of handwritten numerals from a long time [39]. The
DCT as an invertible linear cosine transformation is used to
represent the finite succession of the data as a total of cosine
capacities wavering at various frequencies. The DCT direct
transformation is used to transform the original cosine signal
to the frequency signal [40].
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Figure 8. Stroke surface rectification.

The bi-dimensional DCT transformation used for image
processing is given as:

Cðu; vÞ ¼ aðuÞaðvÞ


N 1 X
N 1
X

f ðx; yÞ

x¼0 y¼0
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Figure 9. Zigzag route of DCT coefficients.

The articulations for the reverse and straight DCT and
unidimensional cosine transformation are given as follows:
N 1
X
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2
>
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X
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ð4Þ

ð5Þ

Subsequent to applying DCT coordinate change, the
subsequent lattice contains low and high recurrence segments. Low recurrence parts are chosen since high recurrence ones are identified with clamor.
To go over the network, the strategy utilized as a part of
[21] is taken, where it goes in zigzag form from the most
reduced to the most noteworthy recurrence, as appeared in
figure 9. At last, the descriptor relates to the principal
coefficients in the zigzag way of the picture in the recurrence area.
Figure 10
demonstrates
the
DCT
connected
components of alphabet ‘‘U’’ sample image. Figure 10(a) demonstrates the corrected grapheme zone.
Figure 10(b) demonstrates the aftereffect of DCT on the
sample image ‘‘U’’ which predict that the energy of the
image is best focused on the left corner of the image.
Figure 10(c) shows the 30 coefficients remaking of the
picture.
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Figure 10. DCT transform application.

where essayists have used 3 paper sheets of 10 GSM quality
with thick blue point ball pen having thickness of 0.8 mm.
A matrix of 64 cells of 2 9 2 centimeters was utilized to
create grapheme samples, as appeared in figure 11 for
alphabet ‘‘U’’.
To separate the distinct cells of the scanned sample a 3
stage strategy is used as shown in figure 12. The stages are
categorized as:

Figure 11. Scanned image of character ‘U’.

3. Image sample data set
The data set extraordinarily worked to approve the
descriptors is comprised of an aggregate of 22,000 grapheme samples. The size of the grapheme samples is 24 bits
with a dimension of 800 9 800 pixels scanned on 1200 dot
per inch (dpi) supportable scanner. 64 individuals teamed
up with us for creating 64 tests of each picked grapheme
‘‘C. ‘‘I. ‘‘U. ‘‘O. ‘‘S’’ and ‘‘V. as per the model. The
experiments are performed in controlled environment

(i) Grapheme-division The threshold of the grapheme
is calculated using Otsu’s algorithm [35] using
original text image and utilizing the S channel of the
HSV model. Figure 12(a) demonstrates the scanned
picture whereas its corresponding HSV model S
channel is shown in figure 12(b).
(ii) Pixels-discovery from the matrix Pixels having a
place with the sample grapheme are extracted from
the grayscale handwriting script by considering
pixels from the S channels binary text image. To
thicken the grids a Morphological disintegration is
used.
(iii) Cells extraction and recognition The cells are
detected with the help of an object detection
algorithm which is based on connectivity of the
pixels [41–43]. Singular cells are extricated to use
the object curve coordinates. The centers of
extracted cells are represented in figure 12(c).
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Figure 12. Steps of cell extraction.

Figure 13. Multiclass classifier.

Figure 15. DCT approximation.

Figure 14. DCT coefficients for character U.

3.1 Classification scheme
A S-SVM binary classifier has been used to perform the
identification work. The classifiers training algorithm make

them distinguishable with the help of training algorithm.
The SSVM has been used to deal with the pattern identification issues [44, 45], specially for the essayist identification using their handwritings [22, 46, 47]. Identification

Table 1. DCT approximation.

Alphabet
U

DCT
coefficient 3
(%)

DCT
coefficient 5
(%)

89.23

89.92

DCT coefficient DCT coefficient DCT coefficient DCT coefficient DCT coefficient
10 (%)
20 (%)
25 (%)
50 (%)
60 (%)
88.98

88.78

94.62

89.65

91.65
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Table 2. Results by Alphabets.

Alphabet
C
I
O
S
[
V

Gray level
scheme (%)

Perpendicular line
average (%)

Stroke width
(%)

DCT coefficients
25 (%)

DCT coefficients
50 (%)

DCT coefficients
60 (%)

83.16
79.78
82.74
79.97
84.00
83.60

98.54
98.26
98.69
98.86
98.42
98.22

95.45
93.79
96.66
933.53
95.00
95.70

94.62
94.71
95.18
89.08
94.62
96.98

89.65
94.78
94.18
89.18
89.65
96.38

91.62
93.78
94.88
91.18
91.65
96.38

Table 3. DCT outcomes for handwriting skeleton points for each
alphabet.
Alphabets

Gray level of DCT coefficient 10 (%)

C
I
O
S
[
V

86.10
86.16
86.56
86.75
87.30
86.85

Figure 16. Descriptor success rate analysis.
Table 4. Reduction of feature hit ratio for the perpendicular line
gray average.

Alphabet
C
I
O
S
[
v

Figure 17. Contribution of each PCA.

validation is considered as a multi-class classification
problem, where every individual has its own distinct class.
This classification problem has been solved with the help
of one-versus-all technique by considering similar number
of binary classifiers [48–52]. Thus, a set of 60 binary
S-SVMs are used to classify and identify the 60 essayist
handwriting samples from the archive as shown in
figure 13.

3.2 System training
To train the system 60 distinct patterns have used with
each classifier for distinct essayist and used 3550 distinct

Reduction free
(%)

DCT coefficient
10 (%)

PCA coefficient
5 (%)

98.54
98.26
98.69
98.86
98.42
98.22

98.98
98.87
98.35
98.74
99.9
98.3

99.92
99.86
98.25
98.84
99.84
98.12

classification patterns for non-individual class, which
leads greater class irregularities. The sub sampling of the
classes is done to train the classifiers, specifically every
pattern has a place where one individual was considered
and pattern of every one of the rest of the general population was haphazardly picked. Outcome is adjusted sets
having an aggregate of 115 tests for all samples and 60
test for individual and 55 for non-individual class.
Therefore, 140 balanced groups are formed to complete
the experimental work. The average performance percentage is used to calculate the global performance. The
heartiness of the order models is checked by using k-fold
Cross Validation algorithm for the samples training. As
there are 115 tests for each adjusted set, 5 parcels (k = 5)
were considered.
The classification outcomes are closer to ‘‘U’’ constraints
and RBF Kernel constant sigma. An optimization algorithm
is used to complete these parameters. The optimization
algorithm is used to minimize the average classification
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Figure 18. Analysis of hits with reduction features.

Table 5. Combination of DCT Coefficients 10 and PCA Coefficients 5.

Alphabet
V
V
V
V

?
?
?
?

[
[?S
[?S?O
[?S?I?C

DCT (N = 10)
(%)

PCA (5 coefficients)
(%)

99.1
98.98
98.83
98.96

98.98
98.94
98.77
99.32

Figure 19. Analysis of the combination of characters.

error rate over the k-fold Cross Validation Model. The
heuristic enhancement calculation based Simulated
Annealing is used to identify the S-SVM hyper plane
parameters [53–55].

4. Result and discussion
This section shows the mathematical assessment of the
essayist identification.

4.1 Distinct alphabet mathematical assessment
The descriptors defined in this research work are: the
approximation-coefficients of the grapheme zone,

perpendicular lines average over the handwritten script
skeleton, stroke-width, handwritten script skeleton grapheme. The initial 40 DCT cosine coefficients of the
alphabet ‘‘U’’ are shown in figure 14. As shown in
table 1, the initial 25 DCT cosine coefficients being used.
The use of more coefficients has not provided any
remarkable outcomes. The classification of the alphabet
‘‘U’’ is performed by adopting number of DCT cosine
coefficients i.e., three, five, ten, twenty, twenty-five, fifty
and sixty. DCT cosine coefficients 25 gives the best
results as shown in table 1, and DCT approximation is
shown in figure 15.
Table 2 shows the descriptors success rate with all
alphabets and percentages shows the balanced sets average
and their analysis is given in figure 16.
The experimental results can predict that the perpendicular lines average over the handwritten script skeleton
related signals gives the better essayist identification of the
handwriting strokes. The average identification rate of all
the six alphabets is 98.50%.

4.2 Consequences of the combined alphabets
This section predicts that the combined features of more
alphabets can enhance the accuracy of the essayist’s validation process. The features of two distinct alphabets are
consolidated. To extract the average gray level perpendicular line of the handwriting stroke to the skeleton of the
alphabet ‘‘U’’ was joined with a similar features of the
alphabet ‘‘V’’. The enhancement in the result is visible that
98.32% accuracy is achieved which is 0.54% enhanced
from the identical features of each alphabet.
Distinctive blends of features and characters were
attempted. In any case, utilizing in excess of two characters
in the meantime brings out high computational cost. In this
way, to overcome the computational overheads and memory overheads, the attributes dimensionality was minimized. Therefore, two feature minimization techniques are
used to test implications viz., PCA and DCT. The quality of
the segments for the PCA was chosen in view of the level

Our method
(simple character)
Our method
(combination
of characters)

Hanusiak et al [30]
Abdi et al [23]
Siddiqi et al [28]
Siddiqi et al [29]

Kore et al[26]

Abdi et al [24]
Bertolini et al [31]

Okawa et al [32]
Adak et al [25]
Kore et al [27]
Bensefia et al [16]

Reference

BFL
IFN / ENIT
IAM
IAM
RIMES
LITRP-UCM simple
grapheme repository
LITRP-UCM simple
grapheme repository

8 Japanese Kanji characters
Bengali handwritten scripts
English handwriting scripts
IAM
IAM
IFN / ENIT
BFL
IAM
English handwriting

Database

Table 6. State-of-the-art on essayist validation.

Texture features
GLCM, White and Black GLRL
Local & Global Features
Local & Global Features
Global and Local
Representation of writing pressure pattern
extracted from the grayscale image of grapheme
Representation of writing pressure
pattern extracted from the grayscale image of grapheme

Combination of characteristics (WDH ? LDPa ? IR)
CNN, CNN2
Chain code Histogram
Levenshtein edit distance based on Fisher-Wagner algorithm
Levenshtein edit distance based on Fisher-Wagner algorithm
Beta-elliptic model to generate a synthetic codebook
Texture (LP Q)
Texture (LP Q)
Handwriting Directional data, Chain code histogram, DCC

Descriptor

SVM

SVM
RNN
Euclidian distance
Distance comparison
Distance comparison
X2 distance
SVM
SVM
Distances between
histograms
S-SVM
Euclidian distance
X2-distance
X2-distance
X2 distance
SVM

Classifier

60

335
150
680
670
255
60

74
150
1050
130
45
421
335
690
50

Writers

99.32

97.1
91.3
97.98
97.66
93.90
98.32

98.32
97.96
76.89
88
93
97.2
98.4
98.6
97.93

Performance (%)

Page 12 of 16

1200

300
300
300
300
300
1200

300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300

dpi
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Figure 20. Analysis of essayist identification.

Figure 21. Incorporation of the LBP descriptor.

Table 7. Analysis of alphabets with LBP and the proposed
descriptors.
Alphabet
I
C
O
S
[
v

Perpendicular line grayscale average (%)

LBP (%)

98.26
98.54
98.69
98.86
98.42
98.22

98.32
98.77
98.15
98.54
99.12
98.10

of aggregate variety by each claim vector (see figure 17,
alphabet U). With the uniform or almost uniform tendency
of the incline, the selection process ends with the gray level
descriptor of the skeleton a DCT with 10 distinct coefficients. Table 3 shows the handwriting skeleton points result
for each alphabet.

Figure 22. Analysis of LBP and our descriptor.
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From the outcomes it can be stated that the feature
reduction plays a vital role in accuracy of the hits, that is
why the reduction descriptor is used in the analysis. A
similar diminishment was applied to another gray level
average descriptor. Therefore, the initial 10 DCT cosine
coefficients are estimated and applied to PCA algorithm for
result analysis. The result of applying feature reduction
techniques with the help of PCA algorithm is given in
table 4. A higher level of progress is acquired for the
images and their analysis is given in figure 18.
The encouraging feature reduction results leads the
combined alphabets analysis. The descriptors were selected
so that the combined alphabets can give better results. The
joining process of the alphabets starts by joining two distinct alphabets and then alphabets are included until every
one of them are joined.
As the combining of character increases, the hit ratio
percentage also increases with the help of two reduction
technique. From table 5, it can be stated that the PCA with
5 coefficients outperformed the DCT with 10 coefficients.
The analysis of these two methods is given in figure 19.
A 99.32% of the accuracy has been achieved by combining five distinct alphabets as shown in figure 19.

4.3 Relative analysis
4.3a Subjective correlation: This segment exhibits a subjective correlation among recent strategies for essayist
validation in view of handwritings as shown in table 6,
along with accompanying data: data set, source of the
strategy (reference), picture determination, essayists count
(writers), descriptor classification, classifier, and execution.
Last two lines of table 6 show the methodologies devised in
the research and performance analysis of the existing
techniques and the presented methodologies are given in
figure 20.
4.3b Quantitative comparison: As shown in table 6,
handwritten script images of the used data set LITRP-UCM
are with the higher resolution over the script images shown
in comparative analysis and it is because descriptor of
present strategy requires more points from the texture
strokes. From table 6, it can be stated that the proposed
methodology has achieved state-of-the-art execution
esteem over the others work. The enhancement in the result
is visible that 98.32% accuracy is achieved with distinct
standalone alphabets and 99.32% validation accomplishment for the combined alphabets.
4.3c Quantitative examination: Let us look at the execution of the two descriptors proposed, tests were completely utilizing LBP descriptor to estimate the handwriting
strokes gray level inconstancy. For the conceivable scripts
rotation and image intensity variations the LBP is the best
texture descriptor [56, 57]. LBP and every one of its variations have been utilized in the pattern identifications
problems.
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Without being excessively careful, we can specify: faceidentification, handwriting image analysis in real time, printed
record analysis [58], and of authentic reports [59], signature
validation and verification [60–64], among others. Specifically, the LBP was used for the identification and validation of
the essayist. In [31], an essayist identification framework is
presented which use Local Phase Quantification (LPQ) and
LBP to design texture descriptors. In [65], wavelet change of
Chinese penmanship tests used to extract the LBP features.
Whereas [66], presents the utilization of inadequate spiral
inspecting neighborhood parallel examples, a variation of
nearby paired examples (LBP) for content as-surface order.
In this section, a comparative study of the proposed
descriptors is given and presents the outcomes got utilizing
LBP rather than our own as shown in figure 21. So as to
complete the comparison, for the two descriptors just those
pixels that are a piece of the stroke in the redressed rendition are viewed.
A region of 4 9 4 non invariant turn are used to assess
the LBP algorithm. Table 7 shows the results. As indicated
by the outcomes, our descriptor’s performance is fundamentally the same as that acquired by LBP algorithm. It can
be stated that the descriptors of the proposed work are
significantly less difficult as compared to LBP. Besides, it is
interpreted that, in any case the ascertained descriptor of the
hand pressure data of the grapheme is sufficient to do
essayist confirmation with high identification accuracy and
their analysis is given in figure 22.

5. Conclusion
On the basis of experimental results and analysis, it can be
concluded that the essayist identification can be achieved by
analyzing the distinct handwriting strokes. The hand pressure while writing the scripts is measured using the identical
graphene and writing strokes followed by pressure
descriptors generation process which are rotation and scale
invariant. The defined descriptors are presenting the different hand pressure distribution accuracies which are
defined according to the approximation coefficients of the
grapheme zone, perpendicular lines average over the
handwritten script skeleton, stroke width and handwritten
script skeleton grapheme. The descriptors performance has
been assessed with the help of twofold S-SVM and multiclass classifiers. The system has trained with the k-fold
Cross Validation. The heuristic enhancement calculation
Simulated Annealing is used to identify the S-SVM hyperparameters and to minimize the cost function. The performance assessment of the handwriting strokes and grapheme
based offline writer identification framework with single
character gives the encouraging results and average success
rate of the descriptors with the distinct alphabets is 98%.
Even though the combination of the characters also enhances the accuracy and the overall performance personality
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identification is around 99.32%. The performance of the
proposed descriptor is compared with the LBP descriptor
and concluded that the proposed descriptor gives the stateof-art performance over the LBP descriptor and is very easy
to ascertain.
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